HASEKURA 2.0
CO N C E P T BOO K

About the HASEKURA2.0
at Aizu Committee

When the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami

Keyword

occurred in 2011, the Tohoku region suddenly become
the focus of all the challenging issues that Japan was

01 TRADITION+INNOVATION

facing: ageing and shrinking population, massive

The Committee aims at disseminating the “stories” behind the

migration of youth to big cities, environmental issues, etc.

“products” and services created by entrepreneurs in Tohoku, by

At the same time, though, the region saw the emergence

BRIEF STORY of AIZU

using local resources and traditional techniques, and to share this
valuable knowledge with like-minded entrepreneurs in Europe.

of numerous innovative businesses and community
activities that attempted to solve the different social
issues faced by the region. The Hasekura2.0@ Aizu

02 INTER-LOCALIZATION
Through the program, the Committee wishes to promote the
collaboration and co-creation of innovative projects and products

Committee runs a business exchange and human

between entrepreneurs and local authorities in regional Japan and

resources training program in order to connect innovative

Europe, as well as among Japanese participants of the program.

communities in regional Europe and Japan. Its objective is
to share ideas and projects in order to promote social

03 SUSTAINABILITY
The Committee hopes to establish a long term relationship between

innovation and sustainability and, by doing so, to improve

European and Japanese small business leaders who share a similar

the life of future generations.

vision to solve local challenges in a sustainable manner.

The Aizu region is faced with many
challenges, such as population decline, an

TOPICS

a gi ng soc i e ty, the l a c k of succes s ors in
industries, etc. These challenges are a
threat to Aizu's local industries such as the

Crafts and Design

Responsible Tourism

The Hasekura2.0 program has chosen 4 topics that

400-year-old lacquerware and Japanese

considers important for the future of economically

sake. Although the region suffers from the

mature societies. These are: “Responsible Tourism"

escalation of these issues with the

(socially and environmentally sustainable tourism, that

devastating earthquake, Aizu also has a

cherishes local cultures); “Crafts and Design” (such as

unique food culture with its traditional

cotton or lacquerware from Aizu, traditionally produced

vegetables, and is home to rich nature and

with sophisticated local techniques, but that adapts to

history. These local characteristics can lay

the needs of contemporary life style, thanks to contemporary

the foundation for sustainable innovation.

design); “Gastronomy and Sustainable Consumption” (a
new food culture that connects consumers with producers);

Gastronomy and
Sustainable Consumption

Smart Communities

“Smart Communities” ( on the role of ICT in improving
life style in local communities, renewable energy, etc.)

Activities throughout the year

In 2015, the Committee conducted a "regional

August 2015：Workshop

vol.1

revitalization support project" in Fukushima
prefecture. This was divided into four themes:
"ecotourism", "crafts & design", "food culture
and education", and "smart community". The
Committee held seminars for network-building
among regional actors for social businesses and
local governments. This page will introduce the
activities held throughout the year.

September 2015：Workshop

vol.2

February 2016：Meeting to Report Results

PROJECT

01
IIE

Handcrafts for the next generation.
Passed down by the Aizu cotton.

The legendary traditional industry
Aizu Aoki cotton.

IIE produces accessories and clothes from

Since 2015, IIE has also been working on the

local materials and skills, creating fashion that

revival of the traditional Aizu Aoki cotton, which

fits the present. IIE primarily uses Aizu cotton,

had existed in Aizu-bange town until 30 years

a traditional local resource from the Aizu area

ago. In the past, the Aoki area of Aizu-bange was

in Fukushima prefecture. IIE emerged from the

home to the largest Aizu cotton industry as well

Great East Japan Earthquake, upon its hope to

as its workers. Eventually, indigo dye also

overturn the disaster with brand new values

became popular; as the area had long suffered

and happiness - this is why the company was

from the overflowing of its river, people began to

named "IIE", which is "3.11" upside down.

use indigo, a plant resistant to floods. Although

IIE Co., Ltd.
Aizu-bange town,
Kawanuma-gun Fukushima
[Content of Business]
Planning, production and sales of
Aizu cotton products

the cotton industry developed as the indigo
Currently, the staff consists of residents of

dyeing took on textile, it diminished along with

temporary housing, local artists, workers at

the introduction of synthetic textile, marking an

sewing factories, and those with disabilities,

end to its history 30 years ago.

gathering local skills to create the products. IIE

Takuro Yazu

President

Born in Aizu-bange town in 1986. Mr. Yazu

hopes to create a better society for the next

In order to revive this once-lost traditional

generation in which individuals can pursue their

industry, IIE is currently working on reparing the

life in their own way at their hometown. To

looms and passing on the manufacturing

achieve this, IIE aims to form a circle of

techniques. Through the revival of the Aizu Aoki

happiness that embraces everyone - the

cotton, IIE hopes to contribute to the

University in March 2011. He began IIE at the

manufacturers, the users, and the staff -

revitalization of the region.

end of 2011, and established IIE Co., Ltd. in

involved with IIE.

graduated with a master's from Waseda

March 2013. In 2014, he won the Fukushima
Fukkou Juku grand prize and second place in
the Fukushima Venture Award.

PROJECT
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Atelier Oriwori

Feeling the beauty of Japan.
Weaved in the handmade crafts.

Passing down 400 years of history
of silk floss. Its material and
techniques to the future.

The beauty of Japan is difficult to see, as it must

Atelier Oriwori also holds workshops that allow

be felt in the time and effort spent in its making.

people of all ages to experience the world of

In the past, the handiwork of spinning, dyeing and

floss silk, which had existed in Fukushima as a

weaving thread for someone special was a daily

local resource.

88 Tatenouchi, Minamisawamata,
Fukushima-shi, Fukushima
[Content of Business]
Weaving, natural dyeing, producing
and teaching wool crafts

aspect of women's lives. This "happiness of
making for someone", and the" Fukushima floss

Fukushima has a long history of sericulture, with

silk" that had supported this happiness in the

the Fukushima women still making floss silk even

past - these remind us of important values lost in

after 400 years. The region is also known for

the modern era of mass production.

having recently developed the "Fairy Feather", a
type of silk that is just 1/6 of the width of hair

Misako Suzuki

President

After learning Japanese and western
dressmaking at a vocational school in
Fukushima, Ms. Suzuki moved to Yonezawa

Traditionally, Fukushima had one of the nation's

and light as air. In this way, Fukushima has been

best sericulture and techniques for making floss silk

supporting the industry by maintaining tradition

and silk fabrics. However, these traditional culture

and advancing techniques. One particular skill

and techniques that have been long cultivated in

worthy of passing down is "hand-spinning".

Fukushima are now fading away. Atelier Oriwori

Atelier Oriwori aims to pass down such tradition

a i m s t o p r e s e r v e t h e F u k u s h i m a fl o s s s i l k b y

while generating new jobs, hoping to be a part of

conducting the whole process of dying, spinning

the drive for disaster reconstruction.

city, Yamagata prefecture at the age of 21 and

and weaving in this region. It has been making and

learned textile under Mr. Katsu Nitta. In 2001,

exhibiting floss silk products as well.

she established Atelier Oriwori in Fukushima
city, conducting and teaching textile, weaving,
natural dyeing and wool crafts. In 2010, she
opened Atelier Oriwori for Dyeing, where she
teaches the techniques to future artisans.

PROJECT
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Three Peaks
Three Peaks Inc.
16-24 Sawakawa, Sakaricho,
Ofunato-shi, Iwate
[Content of Business]
Production of grapes, apples,
and wine

Creating a new culture for the next
century in Sanriku.
Creating an environment filled with
dreams for the children.

New farm stay "3peakers"
based on the network of
the Rias coast.

"What if we could create something brand new

The Sanriku region has deep connections with Spain.

that represents and promotes Sanriku to the

For example, Ofunato city is sister cities with Palos

world?" With this thought in mind, Mr. Oikawa

de la Frontera, and the word "Rias coastline"

returned to his hometown in Ofunato city, Iwate

originates from the coastline of Galicia. Galicia is a

prefecture back in May 2013. His return marked

region that has long produced wine, and is known for

the beg inn i ng of Thr e e Pe a k s. B y p r od uc i ng a

its Albarino grapes that make Spain's highest quality

new culture of wine in the Sanriku region, Mr.

white wine. By connecting the Rias coastlines in

Oikawa aims to create jobs for the community

Sanriku and in Galicia, Three Peaks hopes to create

and connect the region with cities worldwide. He

the "Rias Network" - an inter-regional network of

also envisions a Sanriku Rias Valley network that

food, wine and culture.

connects all individuals beginning a vineyard or
winery along coastal areas, in hopes of making

In the future, Three Peaks plans to welcome a new

Sanriku just like Napa Valley in the United States.

style of farmstay that is not just about experiencing
the planting and harvesting, but also about interacting

Takehiro Oikawa

CEO

Three Peaks currently produces not only grapes

with other Three Peaks members as "3peakers",

such as Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc and

establishing a lasting relationship with the customers.

Born in Ofunato city of Iwate prefecture on April

Tempranillo, but also local Yonesaki apples at the

27, 1979. After the disaster of 2011, Mr. Oikawa

neighboring Yonesaki town in Rikuzentakata city.

Preserving the 120 year old history of apples in

took part in supporting the Tohoku children

The Yonesaki apples have a history of over 120

Rikuzentakata city. Establishing a new winery culture

Japan Earthquake Recovery Initiatives

years. Three Peaks produces cider along with its

that the future generation can be proud of. - The

Foundation. Later in May 2013, he established

wine business so as to preserve this oldest apple

challenge to promote Sanriku to the world with a winery

culture in Iwate prefecture.

culture of the next century begins here at Three Peaks.

affected by the disaster through the Great East

Three Peaks Winery in Ofunato, and began a
vineyard and apple farm.

PROJECT
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b Prize
Corporation

Japanese-style outdoor products.
Enriched by traditional material
and skills.

Local crafts and traditional materials.
Communicating the beauty of Aizu.

b Prize Corporation

Aizu lacquerware is a traditional craft that dates back

Similarly, the NODATE Chabu has used the

7-38 Tenneijimachi,
Aizuwakamatsu-shi, Fukushima

over 430 years. b Prize Corporation utilizes this at

"chabu-dai", a traditionally symbolic item for family

Aizu Wakamatsu to produce items that match

meals, as an outdoor table. This product is also

[Content of Business]

tradition with modern lifestyle.

polished with lacquer, enhancing this traditional

Planning and production of interior
and lacquerware goods

material unique to the Japanese.
Currently, the lacquer industry is diminishing along
with its techniques that have been passed down in

Finding a natural fit between traditional material and

history. Yet, lacquer have outstanding features such

modern lifestyle - such product-making is what

as its capability to sterilize, its tolerance to strong

protects traditional culture, encourages artisans, and

acids and alkali, and its durability. b Prize has used

revitalizates the local community.

this material to produce the "NODATE Mug" series.
Creating "Made in Aizu" products that can shine

Masakuni Seki

President

Born in Aizu Wakamatsu City on December 8,
1967. After working at the National Space
Development Agency of Japan, Mr. Seki joined
his father's company Sekibi Kodo in 2003, and
later became president in 2007. He produces
products that match our modern lifestyle by
utilizing the traditional Aizu lacquer techniques.
His products are popular both domestically and
internationally.

NODATE Mug is an outdoor multipurpose mug that is

globally, communicate the local values, and attracts

handmade by the collaboration of veteran and young

visitors to the Aizu region, the birthplace of these

artisans. Not only does the lacquer-coated wood

products. b Prize Corporation aims to contribute to

make it thermal and perfect for outdoor use, but it is

such value creation for the region.

also an eco-friendly item that can be recycled to
nature when buried in the soil.

PROJECT
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TUMUGIYA

Supporting the revival of communities
through utilizing the hidden local values.

Spinning the thread of relations
across regions, among people.

Sumida ward, Tokyo

TUMUGIYA was established in October 2011 with the

Inspired by the people he has met when traveling

[Contents of Business]

mission of "shaping hidden local values by hand, and

over 70 different rural villages in Japan since the

Operation and creation of projects
utilizing untapped local resources

enriching the lives of both the giver and receiver".

pre-disaster years, TUMUGIYA president Mr.

TUMUGIYA

Tomohiro currently works to create space and
From the start of its establishment, TUMUGIYA has

products that utilize the local resources nationwide.

been managing the OCICA project in the Oshika
peninsula, located in Ishinomaki city of Miyagi

Some examples of TUMUGIYA's activities include

prefecture.

the "Farmer-made sake project" (creating products
and space for people to connect through Japanese

The tsunami in 2011 swept away not only their houses

sake-making at Gojome, Ogata village in Akita

and boats, but also their daily jobs and involvement

prefecture), "DOOR to ASIA" (an international

with their community. Amidst this situation, the

exchange program between the Tohoku region and

OCICA project began in autumn 2011 to create jobs

Asia, jointly produced with the Japan Foundation),

Representative Director

that could provide roles for the individuals and

"Tohoku Manufacture Story" (operation of the web

Born in Osaka in 1984. After graduating from

provide them with pay for their living, as well as to

media that introduces post-disaster product-making

university, Mr. Tomohiro traveled over 70

create a community where they could gather.

activities), and the production and design of a food

Yuichi Tomohiro

agricultural and fishery villages in Japan,

education project at Sumida ward in Tokyo, etc.

experiencing the local life and thinking about
one's workstyle. After the 2011 disaster, he

Currently, together with the women at the Makihama

began his activities in Ishinomaki city, Miyagi

seashore, TUMUGIYA produces accessories using the

With the recepients of the projects at the core,

local deer horn and fish netting. It also produces a deer

TUMUGIYA continues to produce various initiatives

nationwide, creating space and products with

skin pencase with the people of a service facility for

together with the help of others.

the locals. He is mainly in charge of the

persons with disabilities at the Ayukawahama seashore.

prefecture. Currently, he works not only in the
Tohoku region but in numerous communities

planning and direction of the projects.

PROJECT
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KUMIKI
PROJECT
TSUMUGI Inc.
Nakanosawa 17-1 Takekomachō,
Rikuzentakata-shi, Iwate
[Contents of Business]
Operation of DIY school for
making furniture and rooms

To create a society in which people
"DIY together".

Connecting people with people,
people with nature.
To build an enriched lifestyle.

KUMIKI PROJECT began in Rikuzentakata, a city that

"Pursuing not the quantity of happiness, but the

suffered great damages from the tsunami and is

quality of happiness."

known for its "miracle pine tree".
In Japan, people have sustained their daily life upon
The project started off with building a DIY meeting

the connection with people rather than money. This

place with the local residents by layering blocks of

is represented in various regions such as Tohoku,

Japanese cedar. This activity grew into the theme of

which suffers from a severe natural environment, and

"Creating the people who build their lifestyle" -

in customs such as "osusowake", or sharing food

connecting through the joy of making and cooperating.

with neighbors.

Currently in Tokyo, it runs the DIY school "KUMIKI

The project aims to restore these "people to people"

WASEDA" where people learn how to build DIY

"people to nature" relations that enrich our lives.

furniture and rooms. By taking time to make on your

Instead of buying, things can be made with one's

own, it teaches you the love of making, instead of

own hands, ideas, and upon cooperation with others.

purchasing, long-lasting pieces of furniture and goods

Yuki Kuwabara

President

that can enrich one's lifestyle.

In addition to teaching people how to DIY, the project

After the Great East Japan Earthquake and

also provides hands-on experience. Currently, it

Tsunami, Mr. Kuwabara started his own

collaborates with lumber stores nationwide and has

business in Rikuzentakata city of Iwate
prefecture, and launched "KUMIKI PROJECT",
creating a DIY home kit utilizing local lumber.
Currently, he runs a DIY lifestyle school
"KUMIKI WASEDA" in Waseda, Tokyo. Using
domestic lumber, he pursues his motto of
"creating the people who build their lifestyle".

produced a DIY lifestyle kit "Hardwood floor tiles for
everyone".

PROJECT
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Hakoneyama
Terrace

An accommodation utilizing the trees
and people. For the foundation of
a sustainable local community.

Paving the way towards local development through a sustainable business.

Hakoneyama Terrace is a facility that opened in

Various visitors spend their time at Hakoneyama

1-232 Myoga, Otomocho,
Rikuzentakata-shi, Iwate

Rikuzentakata city in autumn 2014, with the idea of

Terrace, whether it is for business, a long vacation, or

"utilizing the trees and people". The building's walls

simply enjoying teatime on the wooden deck that

[Contents of Business]

are layered with local Kesen cedar, and the floor also

overlooks the Hirota Bay.

Accommodation and service that utilizes
local resources

uses local Iwate wood. The pellet stove warmly

Hakoneyama Terrace Co., Ltd

welcomes people into its cafe and bar. This simple

The city still has many ongoing reconstruction works

accommodation, designed to stay in touch with

from the 2011 disaster. However, rather than using

nature, aims to provide a foundation for a sustainable

the keywords of "disaster" or "reconstruction" for its

local community.

business, the Terrace focuses on establishing a
sustainable business by utilizing local resources.

Through the spread of wood biomass, Hakoneyama
Terrace wishes to realize a circular economy of

The facility also holds a space that can be used for

energy, a cycle of nature, and a cycle of the people.

retreats by universities and companies, or for

Not ony does it serve as a facility loved by the locals,

workshops with neighboring institutions.

but it is also a place where visitors from outside can

Junichi Hasegawa

President

interact with the community.

With the diffusion of wood biomass at its core,

Born in Yokota-cho of Rikuzentakata city, Iwate

Hakoneyama Terrace designs the model for a

prefecture. After the disaster of 2011, Mr.

sustainable local community, and hopes to expand

Hasegawa felt the need for a local circular
economy of energy. Along with his main
occupation in construction, he had been
promoting the provision of district heating. In
the spring of 2014, he became in charge of the
Hakoneyama Terrace project. He currently lives
with his mother, his wife and four children.

its model to other communities nationwide that face
challenges such as a declining population or a
dwindling forestry.

PROJECT
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AizuTraditional
Vegetables:

Planting the seeds of traditional
vegetables that feed the people of
the present and future.

Bringing together the community.

Mr. Junichi Hasegawa is the president of "Aizu

Growing traditional vegetables is not an easy

Traditional Vegetables: from Seed to People". He

task. The seeds cannot be purchased; they must

grows traditional vegetables of the Aizu region, such

be harvested to plant the following year. Yet, this

as Kogiku pumpkins and Aizu Yomaki cucumbers.

did not stop Mr. Hasegawa. In an effort to preserve

With local high school students.

from Seed to People
Murahigashi-152 Mondenmachi Ōazaniidera,
Aizuwakamatsu-shi, Fukushima
[Contents of Business]
Production and sale of
Aizu traditional vegetables

the Aizu culture by preserving the local taste, he
Most vegetables we eat today have been modified for

has been producing the vegetables on his own

better taste and looks. Ever since the rapid economic

as well as introducing the vegetables both within

growth, when foreign vegetables were imported,

and beyond the region. Lately, he works with

consumers began to stay away from traditional

local high school students to promote the

vegetables, which looked very "different" from the

traditional vegetables. By planting the seeds,

other common vegetables. Farmers stopped growing

harvesting, and selling together with these

traditional vegetables; for example, the Yomaki

students, more and more people are starting to

cucumbers vanished after the 1940s.

become aware of these vegetables.

It was then that Mr. Hasegawa stood up and revived

Mr. Hasegawa believes that the Aizu traditional

the Aizu Yomaki cucumber, which had not been made

vegetables will teach the children the flavor of

Industrial High School. Upon his father's

for 70 years. He continues to grow such traditional

t h e i r h o m e t o w n . T t h i s fl a v o r m a y r e a l i z e t h e

death, he graduated Fukushima Agricultural

vegetables, determined to protect them throughout

connection between these children and their

his generation.

hometown, as well as among the local Aizu

Junichi Hasegawa

President

Born in 1970 in Aizuwakamatsu, Fukushima
prefecture. Graduate of the Mechanical
Science Course at Fukushima Prefectural Aizu

Junior College and became a farmer. President
of "Aizu Nousho wo Kataritsugu Kai" (Society
on passing down the Book on Aizu
Agriculture). He produces the 400 year old Aizu
traditional vegetables while also providing food
education through school lunches to children.

community as a whole.

PROJECT
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Meguru

From parent to child to grandchild.
A bowl that travels the cycle of life.

Joining the producers and users.

4-16-201 Shinyokomachi,
Aizuwakamatsu-shi, Fukushima

Meguru - shaped with warmth and gentle to the

Lacquerware is made by wood about 100 years

touch, this lacquerware is produced upon the

old, layered with sap from lacquer trees that took

[Contents of Business]

collaboration of those who live without vision and the

over 15 years to grow. Lacquer, once solidified,

Planning, sales and promotion
of lacquerware

Aizu lacquerware artisans. This set of three bowls

is stronger than acid, alkali or alcohol, and it also

represent the best of lacquerware.

has antibacterial effects. Meguru uses the

To hand urushi to the next generation.

Meiten Co., Ltd.

domestic lacquer, urushi, for the final coating.
The smallest bowl can be used by children, and the rest

The high degree of transparency and solidity of

can be used for rice, soup and other dishes as they grow

Japanese urushi can give the lacquerware a

older, accompanying them on their journey in life.

smooth touch which also produces a beautifully
transparent and glossy surface over time.

One advantage of lacquerware is that it can be

Wataru Kainuma

President

painted over and over again by the local artisans. In

However, urushi only accounts for 2% of the

this way, these bowls connect the producers and

total lacquer production. To preserve this

users as well as beyond generations.

precious resource, Meguru uses urushi for its
products, and some of its sales are donated to

Born in Fukushima city, Fukushima prefecture in

For the product development, advice has been given

the planting of urushi trees in Japan. Meguru

Kainuma returned to Aizuwakamatsu city and

by individuals who live without help of their eyesight,

hopes to use the lacquer taken from these urushi

established Meiten Co., Ltd. with the hopes of

through their delicate sense of touch by their

trees planted with the users' donations to repaint

fingertips and lips. Their comments allowed the Aizu

their own lacquerware in the future.

1980. After graduating from university, Mr.

supporting the artisans of the traditional crafts left
in the area. From 2013, he began a new project
"Discover 'japan' in Aizu" which connects the

artisans to utilize their profession to design bowls of

producers (artisans) and the users (buyers) through

utmost comfort and convenience. The bowls were

Through such activities, Meguru aims to

four years of preparation, he began the sales of

produced after careful communication extending over

establish a cycle of preserving and cultivating

"Meguru" products in 2015.

one and a half years.

value together with everyone.

the collaboration of Aizu lacquerware ateliers. After

PROJECT
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Eyes, JAPAN

Creating a magical digital culture
That gives people the power to dream.

Smart city project
FUKUSHIMA Wheel

"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable

The smart city project "FUKUSHIMA Wheel"

from magic."

reinvents the bicycle to feature environmental

Eyes, JAPAN Co., Ltd.
9-15 Higashi-Sakae,
Aizuwakamatsu, Fukushima
[Contents of Business]
Development of various media,
software, applications etc.

-Arthur C. Clarke

sensors to measure live city data such as radiation,
temperature, humidity, etc. The project has been

These are the words by the author of "2001: A Space

selected as a business collaboration project by the

Odyssey", which seem to foretell the current

Reconstruction Agency, and its presentation at

advancement of computers and networks as well as

Germany's MEDICA 2013 also received much praise.

the new digital culture. Just like how Disney allows
people to dream, Eyes, JAPAN's mission is to create

In August, the Eyes, JAPAN team participated in the

a digital culture that works magic on people.

"Hardening One Remix" competition (hosted by
OWASP JAPAN) for the first time and won It has also

Jun Yamadera

Eyes, JAPAN was founded in September 1995 by an

won in "Health 2.0 2013 Developer Challenge World

interpreter and some students at the University of

Cup" in Silicon Valley in October, and the world

A i z u , t h e fi r s t u n i v e r s i t y i n J a p a n t o f o c u s o n

hackathon competition hosted by WHO for the

computer science.

visualization of open data. In these ways, Eyes,
JAPAN is becoming a growing presence in the smart

President

Born in Aizuwakamatsu, Fukushima prefecture. In
1995, Mr. Yamadera established Eyes, JAPAN as
an entrepreneurial venture with the University of
Aizu and its students. Since then, he has produced
not only websites but also various innovative
projects such as Health2.0, Government2.0, and
regional revitalization through IT.

city and health 2.0 fields.

